
How Much How Many

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Six weeks plus how _______ other weeks was it since she left home?1. many

Of the forty-two who answered twelve believed that their counties might be
carried for the amendment if enough work was done; sixteen thought it
doubtful, no matter how _______ work was done, and fourteen were certain
they could not be carried under any conditions.

2.

much

You all know, fellow-citizens, through how _______ generations the
Didymus family has lived to the honour of this city, doing praiseworthy work in
yonder house.

3. many

He would ask if the teacher whose salary reduction was under
consideration had a family and how _______ children.
4.

many

Suppose we was to divide up that ten thousand, how _______ boys would
it take care of, and how?
5. many

I revised, on my own account, the headings of the chapters in St. Matthew,
and was surprised to find how _______ time was required to do accurately
and consistently what might have seemed a very easy and inconsiderable
work.

6.
much

How _______ masses-how many, many masses-she had celebrated for
the peace of his soul!
7. many

Whether the Nipe has courage or patience or any other human feeling
depends on two things: his own abilities and exactly how _______ information
he has.

8.
much

How _______ truth there was in it all I will not pretend to say, but I seem to
remember stamping over every rock that sounded hollow, to question if it
were not the roof of what was once Basil's Cave.

9. much

I will explain to the reader that it does not matter whether the two fishes
that are passed over are in one or two baskets, nor how _______ empty
baskets you pass.

10.
many
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Perhaps your aunt is unreasonable and unkind; see with how _______
patience and perfect sweetness of temper you can bear and forbear; see if
you cannot win her over by untiring gentleness, obedience, and meekness.

11. much

How _______ years he must have hungered for such love.12. many

I made a New Year's resolution to go without chocolates, and give the
money they would cost to some good cause, but it's hard to pick out a cause,
or to decide exactly how _______ money you are saving.

13.

much

How _______ of them hear it and thank the singer is unhappily another
question.
14. many

How _______ of us, like him, desire to know the way!15. many

Aunt Barbara could never know upon how _______ different rooms her
little framed photograph had looked.
16. many

How _______ articles we considered as absolutely necessary, before,
have we now been obliged to dispense with!
17. many

How _______ feet are there in the first line; how many in the second; how
many in the third; how many in the fourth?
18. many

How _______ time have I spent in trying to fathom that nature, which
apparently lay open to every eye, against whose sharp corners and angles
almost every one ran, who had anything to do with her.

19. much

How _______ of them live by really creative and honorable work?20. many
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